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Project Submission Intructions

ECE/CS 6740/5740: CAD of Digital Circuits

Logic Synthesis and Optimization
Project Submission deadline is: Monday May 9.

Priyank Kalla

ECE Dept., Univ. of Utah

kalla@ece.utah.edu

As part of your final project submission, you are required to submit an electronic folder (preferably,

tar’ed/gzipped or ZIP archive) on Canvas. Canvas unfortunately has limited space; so if you are unable to

upload it on Canvas you can: i) email it to me directly, or ii) upload it on your website at CADE and send

me an email to download it; or iii) send it to me via dropbox.

The final Project submission deadline in Monday May 9, close of business 5pm. By all means, you can submit

your project earlier than the deadline if you are done. I just don’t want to burden you with report writing

while you’re also preparing for your exams.

Your archive should generally contain the following:

1) Your project report, of course. No more than 6 pages double-column.

2) Those of you who implemented some algorithms should submit a source-code.

3) Experimental data, if any.

4) A README describing the contents of the archive.

Instructions on the report and the source-code submission are given below:

I. Your Project Report

In your project report, you should:

• Clearly state the problem that you studied, and any assumptions your made to simplify your problem.

For example, if you implemented a heuristic two-level logic optimizer, just describe the main iterative

loop of your Espresso-Lite. If you implemented Kernel-extraction, what kind of algorithms did you use

– recursive kernel computation, rectangle covering, 2-cube divisors only, etc.

• There is no need to recreate the full theory behind your approach. We have already studied all the

theories in class. Just give the main formulae and the notation so that it is clear what’s the main

computation in your project. For example, if your project is about BDD-based bi-decomposition, there is

no need to recreate the theory from Yang and Ciesielski’s TCAD paper. We’ll take that as a given. If you

implemented a heuristic Espresso, no need to fully describe what is unate recursive paradigm, or what a

prime implicant is. Just make sure to state your notation clearly, and the formulas/theorems/lemmata

that you employ in your project.

• You should concentrate on describing your implementation: e.g. how did you implement rectangle

covering for kernel extraction; or how did you model “cuts” on a BDD for functional decomposition;

how do you model the positional cube notation for Espresso-Lite and how do you model each of the

Expand, Reduce, Irred, operations using tautology check; and so on.
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• However, for those of you who are doing a more theoretical study (e.g., path sensitizations and false

paths for asych circuits), then of course you need to describe the theoretical study in somewhat more

detail.

• Those who are doing more experimental evaluation, please describe your experimental setup. The design

benchmarks you explored, the parameters you varied in your experiments, etc. What observations did

you make through your experiments?

• Finally, in addition to a conclusions section, you should also mention how your team co-operated on

the project. Which part of the project was the responsibility of which team member?

II. Source Code Submission

I would like you guys to submit your source-code. I would like to go over it, and also execute it. Some of

you may be writing the entire tool from scratch. If you wrote the tool from scratch (either as a bunch of

python scripts, or C++ code), send it to me. Briefly, give me compile instructions in a README.

Some of you programmed your algorithms in the CUDD package, or within ABC, or any other tool. If

you modified only a couple of source files, just send those to me. For example, if you did bi-decomposition

using CUDD, and you modified main.c and created a new file my_decomp.c, then just send me those two

files. No need to send me the CUDD library, I have it already. Once again, send me brief instructions to

compile your code in a README.

III. Anything else to submit?

Feel free to submit any other information you think will help me evaluate your project.

Put everything in a folder ,.
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